HEAT TREATMENT OF STEEL GEARS
The important heat-treating processes during gear manufacturing include preparation treatments before machining or hardening, and hardening treatments.
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Gears enable motion through power transfer in key sectors, including automotive, aerospace, marine, off-highway, and industrial applications. The gear manufacturing industry is estimated to be worth more than $45 billion, 75 percent of which is accounted for by the automotive sector alone [1]. A typical steel gear manufacturing process (Figure 1) starts with a forging, seamless tube, or hot rolled bar, which then undergoes five important steps [2]:

- Forging/forming and preparation treatments prior to hardening.
- Gear cutting.
- Soft finishing.
- Heat treating.
- Hard finishing.

Bevel gears for automotive differentials can have teeth forged to final net shape, with no gear cutting or soft finishing needed. Heat treating is one of the most important steps of gear manufacturing; it not only significantly contributes to the overall gear cost (30 percent) but also affects the final properties and failure modes of the gear [2]. Gear cutting and soft finishing are easy to perform on annealed steel, whereas heat treating transforms the steel to a harder martensitic phase, which is difficult and expensive to machine. As a result, the gear designer’s strategy is to perform minimum machining on the hard form of steel after heat treating, preferring such minor operations as honing or lapping [3]. However, the heat-treating operation is considered to be one of the most uncertain steps in gear manufacturing. For example, within-the-batch and batch-to-batch distortion variation during heat treatment could necessitate grinding of gear teeth, with a very high associated cost. Furthermore, finish grinding reduces the surface case depth of the case-hardened gear, with an adverse impact on its wear performance and fatigue life.

It is expected that gears will continue to be a preferred power-transmission solution, with enhanced power density, improved power-transfer efficiency, improved reliability, and reduced noise [1]. These goals can be realized through integration of innovative gear design, enhanced gear materials, and innovative manufacturing processes. The four interconnected foundational elements of materials science and engineering — materials processing, microstructure, physical and mechanical properties, and product performance — are equally applicable for gear design. It is expected that by 2025, integrated computational materials engineering will mature and will significantly accelerate gear development as well as enable efficient gear design.

The important heat-treating processes during gear manufacturing include preparation treatments before machining or hardening, and hardening treatments. The treatments before the hardening operations, such as annealing, stress relieving, and normalizing, are carried out to enable the gear-cutting and soft machining operations. After the machining of the gears to their near-final shape, one of the five common hardening methods is used. These five hardening methods are carburizing and quenching, through hardening, induction hardening, nitriding, and carbonitriding. Of these five methods, the two-step process comprising carburizing and quenching is the most common gear-hardening heat treatment because of its balance of performance and cost.

Distortion during heat treating is one of the most...
important factors affecting the quality, performance, and cost of gear manufacturing. It has been extensively studied across the gear production chain for the past decade [4]. The key contributors to the cost of distortion, in descending order of magnitude, are geometrical design, materials selection, manufacturing operation, and heat treating. Some of the effective approaches for distortion control are the optimization of key parameters across the process chain by leveraging design and process models and taking measures for compensation of distortion at the design stage. In this comprehensive approach, key carriers of distortions across the process chain (e.g., alloy segregation during casting, residual stress during turning and heat treating) are identified [4]. A good understanding of these important mechanisms helps in deciding appropriate manufacturing strategies, such as cutting, machining, and quenching control, along with compensation at appropriate stages. This approach has been validated as a method for identifying the process parameters affecting the distortion of disks (blanks) for gear manufacturing, and it is also applicable to distortion in final gears [5, 6]. Because of the importance of distortion, a benchmark project was carried out by Intelligent Manufacturing Systems-Virtual Heat Treatment in which precise measurements of distortion and residual stresses were carried out during carburizing of a cylindrical bar, a machined gear blank, and a final helical gear [7, 8].
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